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ABSTRACT
PIN2/TRF1-interacting telomerase inhibitor 1 (PinX1) is a novel cloned gene 

which has been identified as a major haploinsufficient tumor suppressor essential for 
maintaining telomerase activity, the length of telomerase and chromosome stability. 
This study explored the clinical significance and biological function of PinX1 in human 
clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC). The clinical relevance of PinX1 in ccRCC 
was evaluated using tissue microarray and immunohistochemical staining in two 
independent human ccRCC cohorts. Our data demonstrated that PinX1 expression 
was dramatically decreased in ccRCC tissues compared with normal renal tissues 
and paired adjacent non-tumor tissues. Low PinX1 expression was significantly 
correlated with depth of invasion, lymph node metastasis and advanced TNM stage 
in patients, as well as with worse overall and disease-specific survival. Cox regression 
analysis revealed that PinX1 expression was an independent prognostic factor for 
ccRCC patients. Moreover, PinX1 inhibited the migration and invasion of ccRCC by 
suppressing MMP-2 expression and activity via NF-κB-dependent transcription in vitro. 
In vivo studies confirmed that PinX1 negatively regulated ccRCC metastasis and the 
expression of MMP-2 and NF-κB-p65. These findings indicate that PinX1 suppresses 
ccRCC metastasis and may serve as a ccRCC candidate clinical prognostic marker and 
a potential therapeutic target.

INTRODUCTION

Kidney cancer is estimated to have been diagnosed 
about 63, 920 new cases in 2014 in the United States [1]. 
Most kidney tumors are renal cell carcinomas (RCC), 
and 70% are the clear cell type (ccRCC) [2]. Although 
there has been a steady decline in the cancer death rate 
over the past 2 decades (it depends on the prevention, 

early detection, and treatment) [1], but once ccRCC 
happens metastatic, it remains largely incurable [3], 
median survival of the patient is only about 13 months 
[4]. However, the molecular mechanism contributes 
to regulating the invasion and metastasis of ccRCC 
remains unclear. Any insight into the mechanisms of 
ccRCC metastasis may contribute to the development 
of more effective and specific strategies to interfere with 
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ccRCC progression. Thus, novel diagnosis, prognosis and 
individualized medication biomarkers are strongly needed 
for ccRCC.

Human telomeres are DNA-protein complexes 
which cap and protect the ends of linear chromosomes 
and are essential for elongating telomeres and maintaining 
chromosome stability [5, 6]. Telomerase has been 
confirmed that it can be activated in most human cancers  
[7, 8]. Telomerase contains a catalytic subunit at its core 
which is called human telomerase reverse transcriptase 
(hTERT). hTERT is the rate-limiting enzyme of telomerase 
and is well known to be activated by deregulation of many 
oncogenes and tumor suppressors [9, 10]. In addition, the 
ability of telomerase to elongate telomeres is regulated by 
telomere-associated proteins [11], including telomeric repeat 
binding factor 1 (TRF1) [12] and its associated proteins  
[13, 14], including PinX1 [15]. However, unlike other 
TRF1-binding proteins, PinX1 is unique in that it can also 
directly bind to hTERT and inhibit telomerase activity [15].

PinX1 is a novel cloned gene which consists 
of seven exons in humans and localizes at human 
chromosome 8p23, a region frequently associated with 
loss of heterozygosity in a variety of human malignancies 
[16–18]. It has been identified as a major haploinsufficient 
tumor suppressor essential for maintaining telomerase 
activity, the length of telomerase and chromosome 
stability [15, 19, 20]. Zhang et al. reported that ectopic 
overexpression or suppression of PinX1 leads to a decrease 
or an increase in both telomerase activity and cancer cell 
tumorigenicity [19]. Moreover, the role of PinX1 as a 
putative tumor suppressor was proved by several other 
groups in different cancer cell lines, such as human breast 
cancer cells, hepatoma cells, burkitt’s lymphoma cells 
and esophageal epithelial cells [20–23]. On the other 
hand, Ma et al. reported that LOH of PinX1 played major 
role in gastric carcinoma development, which suggested 
PinX1 might has a potential inhibitory role in cancer 
metastasis [24]. Then, increasing evidence demonstrated 
that PinX1 plays a key role in cancer progression [25–27]. 
However, PinX1 expression status and its correlation with 
the clinicopathological features in ccRCC have never 
been investigated. In addition, the potential molecular 
mechanisms underlying the role of PinX1 in ccRCC are 
still unknown.

In this study, we investigated the clinicopathological 
and prognostic significance as well as the potential role 
of PinX1 in the development and progression of ccRCC. 
Our data demonstrated that loss of PinX1 expression 
was significantly associated with ccRCC progression. 
Meanwhile, we demonstrated that PinX1 suppresses 
ccRCC invasion and metastasis by inhibiting the 
expression and activity of MMP-2 via NF-κB-dependent 
transcription in vitro and in vivo. These data imply 
that PinX1 may be used as a potential prognosis and 
therapeutic marker for this aggressive ccRCC.

RESULTS

PinX1 expression is decreased in human ccRCC

In order to determine whether PinX1 expression 
is changed in human ccRCC. Immunohistochemistry 
staining was utilized in TMA slides to evaluate the PinX1 
expression in normal renal tissues, clear cell renal cell 
carcinoma tissues and paired adjacent non-tumor tissues. 
Samples with IRS 0–3 and IRS 4–12 were classified as 
low and high expression of PinX1. In validation cohort 
TMA which contains 278 cases ccRCC tissues and 35 
cases normal renal tissues (Figure 1a, top panel), PinX1 
low expression staining was observed in 7 of 35 (20%) 
normal renal tissues, and 168 of 278 (60%) ccRCC tissues 
(P < 0.001, Figure 1a, bottom panel). In training cohort 
TMA slide containing 75 cases ccRCC tissues with 
paired adjacent non-tumor tissues, we observed that a 
significantly lower expression of PinX1 in tumor tissues 
compared with paired adjacent non-tumor tissues (P < 
0.001, Figure 1b). Taken together, PinX1 expression is 
decreased in ccRCC tissues compared with paired adjacent 
non-tumor tissues and normal renal tissues.

Decreased PinX1 expression correlates  
with clinicopathological parameters in  
ccRCC patients

The clinicopathologic characteristics of the training 
cohort and the validation cohort of ccRCC biopsies were 
summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, two sided 
Fisher’s exact analysis revealed that PinX1 expression in 
the carcinoma tissues of the training cohort conspicuously 
correlated with some clinicopathological features, such 
as depth of invasion-pT status (P = 0.018), lymph node 
metastasis-pN status (P = 0.043), and TNM stage (P = 
0.013). These findings were confirmed in the validation 
cohort of ccRCC patients (Table 1). However, we did not 
find significant correlation between PinX1 expression with 
other clinicopathologic features in both training cohort and 
validation cohort, including age, gender and tumor size.

PinX1 serves as a potential independent 
molecular prognostic indicator for ccRCC

To further study whether reduced PinX1 staining in 
ccRCC patients correlates with a worse prognosis, Kaplan-
Meier survival curves were constructed using 5-year 
overall or disease-specific cumulative survival to compare 
the patients with high PinX1 staining to those with low 
PinX1 staining (n = 243, follow-up time, 60 months). 
Our data revealed that low PinX1 staining correlated with 
both worse overall and disease-specific survival in ccRCC 
(P = 0.002 and P = 0.002, respectively, log-rank test; 
Figure 1c and 1d). The 5-year overall cumulative survival 
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rate dropped from 35.0% in patients with high PinX1 
expression to 17.1% in those with low PinX1 expression, 
and the 5-year disease-specific cumulative survival 
rate dropped from 38.7% in patients with high PinX1 
expression to 19.5% in those with low PinX1 expression.

Moreover, we examined whether PinX1 expression 
was an independent prognostic factor for ccRCC. We 
performed a univariate Cox regression analysis including 
PinX1 expression, age, tumor size, pT status, pN status, 
and TNM stage to study the effects of PinX1 on patients’ 
survival in ccRCC. The univariate Cox regression analysis 
showed that PinX1 expression was an independent 
prognostic marker for ccRCC patients overall survival 
(hazard ratio, 0.628; 95% CI, 0.464–0.850; P = 0.003; 
Supplementary Table S1), and disease-specific survival 
(hazard ratio, 0.600; 95% CI, 0.433–0.832; P = 0.002; 
Supplementary Table S1). In multivariate Cox regression 
analysis, we found that PinX1 expression was also an 
independent prognostic marker for 5-year overall survival 
(hazard ratio, 0.640; 95% CI, 0.469–0.874; P = 0.005; 
Supplementary Table S2) and disease-specific survival 
(hazard ratio, 0.611; 95% CI, 0.436–0.857; P = 0.004; 

Supplementary Table S2). Because 5-year patients’ 
survival is widely used to predict outcome in ccRCC 
patients, our results clearly indicated that low PinX1 
expression is associated with poor prognosis, suggesting 
that PinX1 may serves as a molecular prognostic marker 
for this aggressive disease.

PinX1 suppresses migration and invasion of 
human ccRCC cells in vitro

Because low PinX1 expression is associated with 
poor prognosis, supporting PinX1 may play important 
roles in one or more steps of tumor metastasis. Due 
to migration and invasion ability is crucial for tumor 
metastasis [28], we examined the effects of PinX1 on 
migration and invasion of ccRCC cells. We transiently 
transfected 786-O and ACHN cells with pEGFP-C3-
control and pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmids or control siRNA 
and PinX1 siRNA, respectively. Twenty-four hours or 
forty-eight hours after transfection, PinX1 proteins were 
significantly overexpressed or knockdown in ccRCC 
cancer cells, respectively (Figure 2a and 2b). In the 

Figure 1: Expression of PinX1 is decreased in ccRCC tissues and associated with 5-year overall and disease-specific 
survival in ccRCC patients. a. top panel, representative photographs taken at 400 magnification showed PinX1 immunohistochemical 
staining in normal renal tissue and clear cell renal cell carcinoma. Bottom panel, PinX1 expression staining was lower in ccRCC tissues 
than in normal renal tissues. Immunohistochemical staining data was available from 35 normal renal tissues and 278 ccRCC tissues. b. 
The distribution of the difference in PinX1 staining (ΔIRS = IRSN–IRST). Immunoreactivity score (IRS) of PinX1 staining was available 
from 75 pairs of tissues; P values were calculated with the Wilcoxon test. PinX1 expression was lower in tumor tissues (T) compared with 
paired adjacent non-tumor tissues (N). c. Low PinX1 expression correlated with a poorer 5-year overall cumulative survival for 243 ccRCC 
patients (P = 0.002, log-rank test). d. Low PinX1 expression correlated with a poorer 5-year disease-specific cumulative survival for 216 
ccRCC patients (P = 0.002, log-rank test). Cum. indicates cumulative.
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migration assay, we found that PinX1 knockdown in 
ccRCC cells significantly enhanced the ability to migrating 
through transwell filter inserts respectively (Figure 2c). 
Inversely, PinX1 overexpression dramatically suppressed 
the migration ability of ccRCC cells (Figure 2d). In cell 
invasion assay, we got the similar conclusion: PinX1 
knockdown or overexpression can enhance or suppress 
the invasion ability of ccRCC cells (Figure 2e and 2f). 
However, overexpression or silence of PinX1 had no 
effect on the proliferation of ccRCC cells (Supplementary 
Figure S1a – S1d).

PinX1 inhibits human ccRCC cells’ migration 
and invasion abilities by suppressing MMP-2 
expression and activity

The matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) family can 
degrade the extracellular matrix (ECM) in the major early 
stages of a number of malignant tumors, which plays an 
important role in cancer invasion and metastasis [29]. To 
investigate the mechanisms of PinX1 regulating migration 
and invasion in ccRCC cells, we performed western blot 
and gelatin zymography to detect the MMPs protein levels 

and activities in 786-O and ACHN cells. Our data showed 
that the MMP-2 expression and activity were negatively 
regulated by PinX1 in ccRCC cells, but not MMP-9 
(Figure 3a–3c). So we supposed PinX1 suppress migration 
and invasion of ccRCC cells by regulating MMP-2 
expression and activity. To further validate our hypothesis, 
we added MMP-2 selective inhibitor I(sc-204092, Santa 
Cruz) at the same time of PinX1 siRNA transfecting 
into ccRCC cells. As expected, the up-regulation of 
MMP-2 expression and activity was blocked by MMP-2 
selective inhibitor I (Figure 3d and 3e). We also validated 
this phenomenon by migration and invasion analysis. 
The migration and invasion ability can be enhanced by 
inhibiting of PinX1 in ccRCC cells, however, these 
regulations were blocked by MMP-2 selective inhibitor I. 
Above all, it was confirmed that PinX1 inhibited ccRCC 
cells’ migration and invasion by suppressing MMP-2 
expression and activity (Figure 3f and 3g).

We know that tissue inhibitors of matrix 
metalloproteinases (TIMPs) have the ability to inhibit the 
catalytic activity of MMPs, and the imbalance between 
MMPs and TIMPs is responsible for cancer metastasis 
[30]. TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 is the tissue inhibitor of MMP-9 

Table 1: Relationship between PinX1 staining and clinicopathological characteristics of the 
individuals in two cohorts of ccRCC patients
Variables Training cohort (75 cases) Validation cohort (278 cases)

Low (%) High (%) P* Low (%) High (%) P*

Age

≤56 years 19 (52.8) 17 (47.2) 0.216 83 (61.9) 51 (38.1) 0.355

>56 years 16 (41.0) 23 (59.0) 85 (59.0) 59 (41.0)

Gender

Male 26 (52.0) 24 (48.0) 0.449 111 (58.7) 78 (41.3) 0.238

Female 9 (36.0) 16 (64.0) 57 (64.0) 32 (36.0)

Tumor size

≤7 cm 10 (47.6) 11 (52.4) 0.560 132 (61.4) 83 (38.6) 0.321

>7 cm 25 (46.3) 29 (53.7) 36 (57.1) 27 (42.9)

pT status

pT1–pT2 26 (41.9) 36 (58.1) 0.018 125 (55.8) 99 (44.2) 0.001

pT3–pT4 11 (84.7) 2 (15.3) 43 (79.6) 11 (20.4)

pN status

pN0 31 (43.7) 40 (56.3) 0.043 143 (57.7) 105 (42.3) 0.006

pN1–pN3 4 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 25 (83.3) 5 (16.7)

TNM stage

I–II 22 (38.6) 35 (61.4) 0.013 124 (56.1) 97 (43.9) 0.002

III–IV 13 (72.2) 5 (27.8) 44 (77.2) 13 (22.8)

*Two sided Fisher’s exact tests.
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Figure 2: PinX1 inhibits migration and invasion of ccRCC cells. a. Western blot analysis of the relative protein level of PinX1 
in PinX1 knockdown (siPinX1) and control siRNA (siCtrl) groups for both 786-O and ACHN cell lines. It showed that PinX1 expression 
was significantly suppressed by PinX1 siRNA. b. Western blot analysis of the relative protein level of PinX1 in PinX1 overexpression 
(PinX1OE) and control vector (Vector) groups for both 786-O and ACHN cell lines. Ectopic PinX1 expression was detected apparently after 
cells transiently transfected with pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmid. c. and e. PinX1 knockdown significantly inhibited migration and invasion of 
786-O and ACHN cells (2.5 × 104 cells were seeded for migration assay and 2 × 104 cells were seeded for invasion assay). d. and f. PinX1 
overexpression significantly inhibited migration and invasion of 786-O and ACHN cells (3.5 × 104 cells were seeded for migration assay 
and 3 × 104 cells were seeded for invasion assay). All experiments were carried out in triplicate. Histograms represent means ± SD. ***, 
P < 0.001.
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Figure 3: PinX1 inhibits migration and invasion of ccRCC cells by suppressing MMP-2 expression and activity. a. 
Western blotting of PinX1, MMP-2, MMP-9, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 from ccRCC cells transfected with the PinX1 siRNA or control siRNA. 
MMP-2 expression was up-regulated independent of TIMP-2 in PinX1 knockdown ccRCC cells. b. Western blotting of PinX1, MMP-2, 
MMP-9, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 from ccRCC cells transfected with the pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmid or vector control. MMP-2 expression was 
down-regulated independent of TIMP-2 in PinX1 overexpression ccRCC cells. c. top panel, Gelatin zymography analysis of the enzyme 
activity of MMP-2 in PinX1 knockdown and control group for both 786-O and ACHN cell lines (gels were incubated for 10 h for 786-O 
cells and 48 h for ACHN cells). Bottom panel, Gelatin zymography analysis of the enzyme activity of MMP-2 in PinX1 overexpression and 
control group for both 786-O and ACHN cell lines (gels were incubated for 16 h for 786-O cells and 96 h for ACHN cells). The MMP-2 
enzyme activity was significantly enhanced after PinX1 overexpressing in ccRCC cells, conspicuously suppressed after PinX1 knockdown. 
d. Western blotting of PinX1 and MMP-2 from ccRCC cells transfected with the control siRNA, PinX1 siRNA or co-treated with MMP-
2 selective inhibitor I (10 μM). The enhancement of MMP-2 expression regulated by PinX1 knockdown in ccRCC cells was blocked by 
MMP-2 inhibitor I. e. Gelatin zymography analysis of the enzyme activity of MMP-2 in ccRCC cells transfected with the PinX1 siRNA 
or co-treated with MMP-2 selective inhibitor I (10 μM). The enhancement of MMP-2 activity regulated by PinX1 knockdown in ccRCC 
cells was blocked by MMP-2 inhibitor. f. and g. The enhancement of migration and invasion regulated by PinX1 knockdown in ccRCC 
cells was blocked by MMP-2 inhibitor I. All experiments were carried out in triplicate. Histograms represent means ± SD. ***, P < 0.001.
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and MMP-2. In order to understand whether PinX1 
regulates MMP-2 expression and activity by TIMP-2, we 
detected the expression of TIMP proteins. Unfortunately, 
data showed that TIMP-2 expression never changed when 
MMP-2 expression was up-regulated or down-regulated 
corresponded with PinX1 knockdown or overexpression. 
TIMP-1 expression was also not changed as well as  
MMP-9 expression. (Figure 3a and 3b). These clinical data 
urged us to investigate the potential mechanism of PinX1 
regulating MMP-2 expression and activity.

PinX1 suppresses MMP-2 expression via  
NF-κB-dependent transcription

NF-κB is a critical transcription factor activated 
in a large number of human cancers and plays a 
crucial role in tumor development and progression 
[31]. It regulates downstream genes associated with 
proliferation, survival, angiogenesis and metastasis [31, 
32]. Its κB site was identified in the promoters of genes 
that encode MMP-2 [32], and the activation of NF-κB 
induces membrane type proteases (MT1-MMP), the 
activator of pro-MMP-2 which proteolytically cleaves 
to generate functionally active MMP-2 [33]. Therefore, 
we presumed that PinX1 regulated MMP-2 expression 
via NF-κB signaling pathway. To test this hypothesis, we 
first determined the protein and mRNA levels of p65 in 
786-O and ACHN cells after PinX1 overexpression or 
knockdown. Western blot results showed that the level of 
p65 protein was increased sharply in ccRCC cells after 
PinX1 knockdown (Figure 4a). In contrast, p65 expression 
dramatically down-regulated in ccRCC cells after PinX1 
overexpression (Figure 4b). RT-PCR showed that the level 
of p65 mRNA was increased or decreased significantly in 
ccRCC cells after PinX1 knockdown or overexpression 
(Figure 4c and 4d). Moreover, we determined the cellular 
distribution of p65 in ccRCC cells by immunoblot after 
PinX1 knockdown. Inhibition of PinX1 significantly 
increased the nuclear distribution of p65 (Figure 4e 
and 4f). Together, these data indicate that inhibition of 
PinX1 promotes p65 expression and nuclear localization, 
activates NF-κB-induced transcription.

To further confirm whether NF-κB activation 
induced by PinX1 inhibition caused the up-regulation 
of MMP-2 in human ccRCC cells, Western blot analysis 
showed that p65 siRNA can inhibited the expression 
of p65 and MMP-2 in ccRCC cells (Figure 4g and 4h). 
The level of MMP-2 protein was up-regulated by PinX1 
suppression in ccRCC cells, but these effects were further 
blocked by knockdown of p65 expression with a specific 
siRNA (Figure 4g and 4h). These data provided further 
evidence that PinX1 might regulate MMP-2 expression via 
NF-κB transcription factor.

We also validated the mechanism by migration and 
invasion analysis. The migration and invasion ability can 
be enhanced by PinX1 inhibition in ccRCC cells, however, 

these effects were abolished by co-suppressing PinX1 and 
p65 in ccRCC cells (Figure 4i and 4j).

PinX1 suppresses ccRCC cells metastasis in vivo

To further address the functional role of PinX1 
in ccRCC metastasis in vivo, PinX1OE-786-O cell lines, 
PinX1KD-786-O cell lines and Ctrl-786-O cell lines were 
established. After 3 weeks selection following with 
lentivirus infection, the PinX1 protein levels of these 
cell lines were confirmed by western blot (Figure 5a, 
left panel). To detect whether the levels of PinX1 protein 
expression in these three cell lines could be changed 
without puromycin selection lasting 2 months, we 
incubated them without adding puromycin for 2 months 
in vitro. Then the expression of PinX1 of these three cell 
lines were detected by western blot, it was shown that the 
levels of PinX1 proteins expression had not been changed 
without puromycin selection for 2 months (Figure 5a, right 
panel).

Three groups of nude mice were injected through 
tail vein with PinX1OE-786-O, PinX1KD-786-O and Ctrl-
786-O cells respectively. After 2 months, three groups 
of mice were sacrificed and their lungs were resected 
(Figure 5b, left panel) and fixed in 10% buffered 
formalin for metastatic nodules counting and further 
histopathological analysis. Randomly selected metastatic 
nodules had been validated by H&E staining (Figure 5b, 
right panel). Extensive tumor formation was found in 
PinX1KD group. In contrast, the lungs in PinX1OE group 
had fewer and smaller detectable tumor nodules (Figure 
5c, top panel). A statistically dramatic increase in the 
number of the lung metastases was seen in PinX1KD group, 
compared with the PinX1OE group and these two groups 
also had significant diversity compared with Ctrl group 
respectively (Figure 5c, bottom panel).

Immunohistochemical staining of metastatic 
nodules in lungs resected from nude mice showed that 
MMP-2 and p65 expression in PinX1OE group were much 
lower compared with PinX1KD group and Ctrl group but  
TIMP-2 expression was not change in every group 
(Figure 5d). These had further validated our conclusion 
which had been demonstrated previously in vitro.

DISCUSSION

PinX1 is a novel cloned gene localized at human 
chromosome 8p23 which is frequently associated with 
loss of heterozygosity in a variety of human malignancies. 
Increasing evidence demonstrate that reduced expression 
of PinX1 promotes cancer progression and propose that 
PinX1 may be an attractive therapeutic target for human 
cancers [34]. However, the PinX1 expression status and its 
correlation with the clinicopathological features in ccRCC 
have never been investigated. In the present study, two 
independent ccRCC cohorts TMA were studied. Our data 
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Figure 4: PinX1 inhibits migration and invasion of ccRCC cells by suppressing MMP-2 expression via NF-κB-
dependent transcription. a. Western blotting of PinX1 and p65 from ccRCC cells transfected with the PinX1 siRNA or control siRNA. 
p65 expression was up-regulated in PinX1 knockdown ccRCC cells. b. Western blotting of PinX1 and p65 from ccRCC cells transfected 
with the pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmid or vector control. p65 expression was down-regulated in PinX1 overexpression ccRCC cells. c. RT-
PCR determined mRNA levels of PinX1 and p65 in ccRCC cells transfected with PinX1 siRNA or control siRNA. The mRNA level of p65 
was increased in PinX1 knockdown ccRCC cells. d. RT-PCR determined mRNA levels of PinX1 and p65 in ccRCC cells transfected with 
pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmid or vector control. The mRNA level of p65 was decreased in PinX1 overexpression ccRCC cells. e and f. Western 
blotting determined cellular distribution of p65 in 786-O and ACHN cells transfected with control siRNA and PinX1 siRNA. Inhibition of 
PinX1 significantly increased the nuclear accumulation of p65. g. and h. Western blotting of PinX1, p65 and MMP-2 from ccRCC cells 
transfected with the control siRNA, PinX1 siRNA, p65 siRNA or co-treated with PinX1 siRNA and p65 siRNA. MMP-2 expression was 
inhibited by p65 siRNA as well as p65 expression. The enhancement of MMP-2 expression regulated by PinX1 knockdown as well as p65 in 
ccRCC cells was abolished by p65 siRNA. i. and j. The enhancement of migration and invasion regulated by PinX1 knockdown in ccRCC 
cells was abolished by p65 siRNA. All experiments were carried out in triplicate. Histograms represent means ± SD. ***, P < 0.001.
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showed that PinX1 expression was apparently decreased 
in ccRCC tissues compared with normal renal tissues 
and paired adjacent non-tumor tissues (Figure 1a and 
1b). We also demonstrated that lower PinX1 staining was 
significantly correlated with advanced stages and worse 
survival in ccRCC patients (Figure 1c and 1d; Table 1). 
Moreover, univariate and multivariate Cox proportional 
hazards regression analysis investigated that low PinX1 
expression was a strong independent negative prognostic 
indicator for clear cell renal cell carcinoma (Supplementary 
Table S1, Table S2). These findings indicate that PinX1 
may be involved in the progression of ccRCC and be a 
significant prognostic factor for ccRCC patients.

Management of metastatic clear cell renal cell 
carcinoma in clinical is always a difficult problem to 
solve. The natural history of ccRCC may be unpredictable. 
For example, between 4.2% and 7.1% of patients with 
tumors ≤ 4 cm that are usually indolent harbor metastatic 
disease at presentation and are at an elevated risk of 
disease-specific mortality [35]. Conversely, as many as 
40% of patients with lymph node metastases diagnosed 
at nephrectomy are alive 5 years after surgery [36]. 
Thus, a number of independent prognostic markers have 
been searched and validated such as Ki-67, p53, serum 
CAIX [37]. In this study, we revealed a new potential 
independent negative prognostic factor for ccRCC. 

Figure 5: PinX1 suppress ccRCC metastasis in vivo. a. left panel, Western blotting of PinX1 from PinX1OE-786-O cell lines, 
PinX1KD-786-O cell lines and Ctrl-786-O cell lines selected with puromycin for 3 weeks after lentivirus infection. Right panel, PinX1 
expression levels were not changed in PinX1OE, PinX1KD and Ctrl 786-O cell lines without puromycin selection for 2 months. b. 
Representative image of lung with metastatic nodules (left panel) and H&E staining sections of lung (right panel) 2 months after injection of 
PinX1KD 786-O cell lines in BALB/c nude mouse through tail vein. Arrows indicate metastatic nodules. c. top panel, Representative images 
of 10% buffered formalin fixed lungs with metastatic nodules 2 months after respective injection of Ctrl, PinX1OE and PinX1KD 786-O cell 
lines. Arrows indicate metastatic nodules. Bottom panel, the number of lung metastatic nodules was counted under a dissecting microscope. 
A statistically dramatic increase in the number of the lung metastases was seen in PinX1KD group, compared with the PinX1OE group and 
these two groups also had significant diversity compared with Ctrl group respectively. Data are displayed with means ± SD from 12 mice in 
each group. **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. d. Immunostaining of PinX1, MMP-2, p65 and TIMP-2 in metastatic nodules of PinX1OE, PinX1KD 
and Ctrl 786-O groups. MMP-2 and p65 expression in PinX1OE group were much lower compared with PinX1KD group and Ctrl group but 
TIMP-2 expression was not change in every group.
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Although it needs more clinic trials to validate this finding, 
we hope it is beneficial to improve the prognostic accuracy 
for ccRCC patients.

Our clinical data urged us to carry out a series of 
in vitro and in vivo experiments to explore the potential 
mechanisms. The metastasis process is thought to involve 
a series of interdependent events. These include the 
attachment of the tumor cells to the receptors within the 
basement membrane [38], degradation of extracellular 
matrix (ECM) via matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) 
[39], and, finally, the migration of cancer cells into the 
target organ tissue react to specific chemotactic stimuli 
[40] to form secondary tumors. Therefore, the invasion 
and migration are crucial for tumor metastasis and MMPs 
is essential for invasion process. Our data demonstrated 
that PinX1 inhibited ccRCC cells’ migration and invasion 
abilities by down-regulating MMP-2 expression and 
activity in vitro (Figures 2, 3). The catalytic activity of 
MMP-2 is controlled by interaction with the TIMP-2. But 
in our study, TIMP-2 expression was not seemed to be the 
regulator of MMP-2 activation in ccRCC cells (Figure 3a 
and 3b). Therefore, we turned to NF-κB, another common 
regulator of MMP-2.

Accumulating evidence demonstrate that several 
MMPs (including MMP-2) expression and activation 
were regulated by p65 subunit up-regulation and nuclear 
translocation induced NF-κB activation in many human 
cancers [41–45]. The present results showed that down-
regulation of PinX1 by siRNA significantly enhanced 
the protein and mRNA expression of p65, while 
overexpression of PinX1 induced down-regulation of 
p65 mRNA and protein levels (Figure 4a–4d). Inhibition 
of PinX1 also significantly increased p65 nuclear 
accumulation (Figure 4e and 4f), activated NF-κB-induced 
transcription. Moreover, the p65 specific siRNA markedly 
prevented MMP-2 expression induced by knockdown 
of PinX1 (Figure 4g and 4h). The positive regulation of 
migration and invasion induced by PinX1 knockdown 
in ccRCC cells was also be suppressed by inhibition of 
p65 expression (Figure 4i and 4j). Thus, these findings 
suggested that PinX1 regulated ccRCC cells migration and 
invasion through a process involving NF-κB-dependent 
regulation of MMP-2. It is the first time to validate PinX1 
involves in regulating cancer metastasis independent of 
its ordinary roles like maintaining telomerase activity, the 
length of telomerase and chromosome stability.

We regret to investigate the potential regulation 
mechanism between PinX1 and NF-κB pathway, the 
regulation of NF-κB by PinX1 direct or indirect is not 
clear. however, we have found some conceivable relations 
between them. Firstly, in 2004, Wang et al had reported that 
there were several putative binding sites for transcription 
factors such as CREB, p53, E2F, GATA-1, USF, HNF, NF-
κB and C/EBP at the promoter region of human PinX1 
gene [46]. Recently, it had been demonstrated that PinX1 
expression was directly activated by P53 in cervical cancer 

cells [47]. So we presume that NF-κB also can directly 
activates PinX1 expression, and p65 was regulated by 
PinX1 via negative feedback. On the other hand, Human 
PinX1 contains a Gly-rich patch (G-patch) domain at its 
N-terminal and TID domain (telomerase inhibitory domain) 
at its C-terminal [15]. G-patch domain was firstly reported 
by L. Aravind et al in 1999 [48], but the function of its 
G-patch domain has been researched rarely. It exists in a 
number of putative RNA-binding proteins involved in 
tumor suppression and DNA-damage repair. Moreover, it is 
an important nucleic acids binding domain at the C-terminus 
of the NF-κB-repression factor (NRF) [49]. NRF can inhibit 
the transcriptional activity of NF-κB proteins by direct 
protein-protein interaction [50, 51]. Thus, we presume 
that PinX1 also can inhibit the transcriptional activity of 
NF-κB proteins by direct protein-protein interaction with 
its G-patch domain (Figure 6). These hypothesizes have 
never been validated. However, the connection between 
in ccRCC cells exists indeed. So we will investigate the 
potential molecular mechanisms between PinX1 and NF-
κB signaling pathway in ccRCC cells continually.

In vivo study investigated that PinX1 overexpression 
in ccRCC cells significantly inhibited the formation of 
metastasis nodules in lung of nude mice while PinX1 
knockdown dramatically enhanced the metastasis 
process (Figure 5c). Moreover, trends of p65 and MMP-
2 immunostaining in metastasis nodules of PinX1KD and 
PinX1OE groups were coincident with in vitro experiments. 
It confirmed that PinX1 suppressed ccRCC invasion and 
metastasis by inhibiting MMP-2 expression and activity 
via NF-κB pathway.

Taken together, based on these findings and 
combined with the fact that metastasis is the major cause 
of ccRCC patient death, we can conclude that loss of 
PinX1 expression was significantly correlated with ccRCC 
progression and was an independent prognostic factor 
of worse outcome in ccRCC patients and restoration of 
PinX1 may be a novel strategy for aggressive human 
ccRCC. Although tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) became 
the most successful class of drugs in the treatment of 
metastatic ccRCC, there was approximately 25% of the 
patients had intrinsic resistance to first line TKIs therapy 
[52]. Our results firstly provided the in vitro and in vivo 
evidences that targeting PinX1 might represent a new 
therapy to suppress ccRCC metastasis. We hope these 
findings might have shed light on future directions for 
identification of novel biomarkers for ccRCC and the 
development of targeted drugs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and specimens

Two independent ccRCC cohorts tissue microarray 
(TMA) were utilized in this study. The training cohort TMA 
was purchased from Shanghai Xinchao Biotechnology 
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(Shanghai, China). It included 75 patients who underwent 
Radical nephrectomy from 2006 to 2008. The ccRCC 
tissues and paired non-cancerous tissues from these patients 
were obtained. The array dot diameter was 1.5 mm, and 
each dot represented a tissue spot from one individual 
specimen that was selected and pathologically confirmed.

The validation cohort TMA consisted of 278 surgical 
cases and 35 cases of normal renal tissues was constructed 
by a contract service at the National Engineering Centre 
for Biochip (Shanghai, China). Patients with ccRCC 
who underwent Radical nephrectomy without prior 
treatment were recruited from Affiliated Hospital of 
Xuzhou Medical College, between 2005 and 2008. The 
patients’ clinicopathologic information including age at 
diagnosis, sex, tumor diameter, depth of invasion, lymph 
node metastasis, and TNM stage was obtained from the 
Medical Record of the Affiliated Hospital of Xuzhou 
Medical College. 5-year Clinical follow-up results were 
available for 243 patients from the Xuzhou area. All the 
tissue specimens were obtained for the present research 
with patients’ informed consent, and the use of human 
specimens was approved by the Review Board of the 
Affiliated Hospital of Xuzhou Medical College.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry was performed as described 
before [53]. According to the streptavidin-peroxidase 
(Sp) method using a standard Sp Kit (Zhongshan biotech, 
Beijing, China). TMA slides were dewaxed at 60°C for 20 
minutes followed by two 10-minute washes with xylene 

and then rehydrated with graded ethanol and distilled 
water. Endogenous peroxidases were inhibited by 3% 
H2O2 for 30 minutes. Antigen retrieval was performed 
in a microwave oven with 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0) 
at 95°C for 30 minutes. After 30-minute blocking with 
5% normal goat serum, the sections were incubated with 
polyclonal rabbit anti-PinX1 antibody (1:50 dilution; 
Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO, USA) overnight at 4°C. 
The slides were then incubated for 1 hour with a biotin-
labeled secondary antibody, followed by avidin-peroxidase 
reagent and 3, 3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB; Zhongshan 
biotech, Beijing, China) substrate. After hematoxylin 
counterstain and Dehydration, the sections were sealed 
with cover slips. Negative controls were performed by 
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) replaced PinX1 antibody 
during the primary antibody incubation. The staining of 
the normal renal tissues in each microarray slide was 
evaluated as the quality control of the immunostaining.

Evaluation of immunostaining

Positive PinX1 immunostaining is defined mainly in 
the nucleus area and also can be observed in the cytoplasm. 
We grade it according to both the intensity and percentage 
of cells with positive staining. The immunoreactivity was 
assessed by 2 pathologists simultaneously, and a consensus 
was reached for each core. The staining intensity of PinX1, 
p65, et al proteins involved in our study was scored 0 to 3 
(0 = negative; 1 = weak; 2 = moderate; 3 = strong). The 
percentage of protein-positive stained cells was also scored 
into 4 categories: 1 (0–25%), 2 (26%–50%), 3 (51%–75%), 

Figure 6: A hypothetic model of PinX1 suppresses MMP-2 expression via NF-κB signaling pathway. We presume that 
PinX1 can inhibit the expression of MMP-2 owing to the suppression of transcriptional activity of NF-κB proteins by direct protein-protein 
interaction with its G-patch domain.
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and 4 (76%–100%). In the cases with a discrepancy between 
duplicated cores, the average score from the 2 tissue cores 
was taken as the final score. The level of relevant proteins 
staining was evaluated by immunoreactive score (IRS), 
which is calculated by multiplying the scores of staining 
intensity and the percentage of positive cells. Based on the 
IRS, staining pattern was defined as negative (IRS: 0), weak 
(IRS: 1–3), moderate (IRS: 4–6), and strong (IRS: 8–12).

Animals and cell lines

Female BALB/c nude mice, 6 weeks old, were 
purchased from the Shanghai Laboratory Animal Center 
(Shanghai, China) for studies approved by the Animal Care 
Committee of Xuzhou Medical College. Human clear cell 
adenocarcinoma cell line 786-O and ACHN were purchased 
from the Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Cells 
were cultured as described before [54]. 786-O cells were 
cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 medium 
(RPMI1640; Invitrogen, Shanghai, China) supplemented 
with 10% fetal calf serum (Invitrogen), ACHN cells were 
cultured in Minimum Essential Media medium (MEM; 
Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. These 
two cells were both incubated in a 37ºC humidified incubator 
with 5% CO2.

DNA and siRNA transfections, and stable cell 
line generation

The pEGFP-C3 and pEGFP-C3-PinX1 expression 
plasmids were obtained from Dr Xiao-Fen Lai (Southern 
Medical University, Guangzhou, China). The PinX1 siRNA 
and scrambled siRNA were purchased from GenePharma 
(Shanghai, China). NF-κB-p65 siRNA was purchased 
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). 
Transfection of the pEGFP-C3-PinX1 plasmid and the 
pEGFP-C3 vector into the 786-O and ACHN cells were 
carried out using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent 
(Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. PinX1 
siRNA, NF-κB-p65 siRNA or scrambled siRNA was 
transfected into the 786-O and ACHN cells by siLentFect 
Lipid Reagent (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. The PinX1 overexpression 
786-O cell lines (PinX1OE-786-O), PinX1 knockdown 786-
O cell lines (PinX1KD-786-O) and control 786-O cell lines 
(Ctrl-786-O) were established by infecting with lentivirus 
packing PinX1 expression vector (EGFP is not fused with 
PinX1 in this vector), PinX1 shRNA expression vector and 
control vector respectively (GenePharma, Shanghai, China). 
Target cells were infected with lentivirus for 48 hours then 
selected with puromycin (Santa Cruz) for 3 weeks.

Cell migration and invasion assay

Cell migration and invasion assay were performed 
using modified two chamber plates with a pore size of 

8 μm. The transwell filter inserts with or without Matrigel 
(BD Biosciences) coating were used respectively for 
invasion and migration assay. The detailed conditions are 
described previously [54].

Gelatin zymography

Gelatin zymography was performed as described 
before [55]. It was used to detect MMP-2 and  
MMP-9 activity. 2.5 × 106 cells were seeded in 100 mm 
plate for 24 h. The proteins in the conditioned medium 
were concentrated with Amicon Ultra-4–30 k centrifugal 
filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) at 7500 g for 20 
min at 4°C. Twenty microgram of the proteins was loaded 
in nondenaturating conditions on a 10% polyacrylamide 
gel containing 0.1% gelatin (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA). 
After electrophoresis, gels were swang in 2.5% Triton 
X-100 for 30 minutes with single change of detergent 
solution. Gels were incubated for 10 h or 16 h (for 786-O 
cells in RNAi group or overexpression group) and 48 h or 
96 h (for ACHN cells in RNAi group or overexpression 
group) at 37°C in incubation buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
8.8), 5 mM CaCl2, 1 μM ZnCl2 and 0.02% NaN3), stained 
with 0.1% Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 (Sigma) at 
least for 2 h, and destained in 10% acetic acid and 45% 
methanol. Gelatinolytic activity was shown as clear areas 
in the gel. Gels were photographed and then quantitatively 
measured by scanning densitometry.

RNA extraction, semiquantitative reverse 
transcription–PCR (RT-PCR)

Total RNA from cell lines was extracted using 
Trizol Reagent (Beyotime Biotechnology, Shanghai, 
China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In 
semiquantitative reverse transcription–PCR experiments, 
total RNA (2 μg) was reverse transcribed using a BeyoRT 
cDNA First Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Beyotime 
Biotechnology, Shanghai, China) in a 20 μl reaction 
mixture containing 5× reverse transcriptase reaction buffer, 
0.5 μg of oligo(dT)18 primer and 1 μl of BeyoRT M-MuLV 
reverse transcriptase, incubated for 60 min at 42°C and 
then heated for 10 min at 70°C. The mixture was heat 
inactivated at 94°C for 5 min, and 1 μl of the inactivated 
reverse transcriptase reaction mixture and 19 μl of the 
PCR mixture were combined and amplified according 
to a standard PCR reaction that is listed below. The 
sequences of the upstream and downstream primers used 
are as follows: PinX1: 5′- CAGTCACCCAGGTCCAGA- 
3′ and 5′- CTTAGGCTGGAGGTAACTT - 3′; p65: 
5′ - ACAACAACCCCTTCCAAGAAGA - 3′ and 5′- 
CAGCCTGGTCCCGTGAAATA - 3′; GAPDH: 5′ - 
CCCGGGATGCTAGTGCG - 3′ and 5′ – GCCCAATAC 
GACCAAATCAGA - 3′. PCR analysis was performed 
using the following conditions: the average temperature 
and cycles were 58°C for 35 cycles with the PinX1 
primers, 56°C for 30 cycles with the p65 primers and 55°C 
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for 30 cycles with the GAPDH primers. The amplified 
products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis 
using a 2.5% gel and ethidium bromide staining.

Nuclear cytoplasmic fractionation

Subcellular fractionation was performed with 
a Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Protein Extraction Kit 
(Beyotime Biotechnology, Shanghai, China). The 
detailed conditions are described previously [43]. Briefly, 
the cells were collected in ice-cold PBS, suspended in 
the hypotonic buffer, and incubated for 15 min on ice. 
The detergent was added, and the cells were vortexed 
for 5 s, and incubated for 1 min on ice, followed by 
centrifugation at 16,000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The 
cytoplasmic fraction was collected into separate tubes. 
The nuclear fraction was lysed in the complete lysis 
buffer on ice for 30 min, centrifuged at 16,000 rpm for 
10 min at 4°C, and transferred into separate tubes.

Antibodies and western blot (WB)

Antibodies against the following proteins were used: 
PinX1 (1:200 for WB, 1:50 for IHC; Novus Biologicals); 
MMP-2 (1:100 for WB; Cell Signaling Technology, 
Beverly, MA, USA); MMP-2 (1:50 for IHC; Santa Cruz); 
MMP-9 (1:200 for WB, Cell Signaling Technology); 
TIMP-1(1:200 for WB, Santa Cruz); TIMP-2 (1:200 for 
WB, 1:100 for IHC; Santa Cruz); NF-κB-p65 (1:500 
for WB, 1:200 for IHC; Santa Cruz); β-actin (1:1000 
for WB; Cell Signaling Technology); Infrared IRDye-
labeled secondary antibody (1:10000; LI-COR, Lincoln, 
NE, USA) was applied to the blot for 1 hour at room 
temperature. The signals were detected with Odyssey 
Infrared Imaging system (LI-COR).

Western blot analysis was performed as described 
previously [56]. Cells were harvested and washed twice 
with PBS. Whole-cell proteins were extracted as described 
previously. Protein concentrations were determined by 
protein assay (Bio-Rad). All protein samples were denatured, 
electrophoresed on SDS/polyacrylamide gels and transferred 
onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore).

Tail vein metastasis assay

To produce experimental metastasis, the BALB/c 
nude mice were randomly divided into three groups 
consisting of 12 mice each. PinX1OE-786-O, PinX1KD-
786-O and Ctrl-786-O cells were suspended in PBS. The 
mice were injected intravenously with 2.5 × 106 786-O 
cells in 0.2 ml of PBS through tail vein. After 2 months, 
the three groups of mice were sacrificed, their lungs were 
resected and fixed in 10% buffered formalin for metastatic 
nodules counting and further histopathological analysis. 
The number of metastatic nodules presented on the surface 
of each set of lungs was counted by visual inspection using 
a stereoscopic dissecting microscope.

Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as the means ± SD. Two-factor 
analysis of variance procedures and the Dunnett’s t-test 
were used to assess differences within treatment groups. 
For TMA, statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 
20 software (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL). The association 
between PinX1 staining and the clinicopathologic 
parameters of the ccRCC patients, including age, gender, 
tumor size, pT status, pN status and TNM stage, was 
evaluated by two sided Fisher’s exact tests. Differences 
in IRS for PinX1 staining in primary tumors and their 
paired adjacent normal renal tissues were assessed by the 
Wilcoxon test (grouped). The Kaplan-Meier method and 
log-rank test were used to evaluate the correlation between 
PinX1 expression and patient survival. Cox regression 
model was used for multivariate analysis. Differences 
were considered significant when P < 0.05.
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